PhD Day 2022

Friday 21 January - all day followed by an evening party

Dear PhD students and supervisors,

The annual PhD Day takes place on **Friday 21 January 2022**.

The PhD Day will contain an exciting talk from an excellent speaker, flash talks, poster- and oral presentations, the Fogh Nielsen Prize competition, the JCD Prize and the well-renowned dinner party at Centralværkstedet, Aarhus C.

As the PhD Day is the annual meeting point for all PhD students, everyone is expected to participate:

- First year PhD students, Research year students, and Research honours programme students are invited to submit an abstract and present a flash talk.
- Second year PhD students are requested to submit an abstract and present a poster.
- Third year PhD students are requested to submit an abstract. Students will be selected for either oral presentation or as co-chair on a poster-, an oral- or a flash talk session.

All supervisors are invited to participate in the PhD Day, and to contribute as chair on a poster-, an oral- or a flash talk session.

The online submission of abstracts will be open on **15 September 2021**, and the deadline for submission of abstracts is **1 November 2021**.

Once you have submitted your abstract, you are automatically signed up for participation in the PhD Day. The PhD Day is a **mandatory part** of the PhD programme at Health. It is expected that all PhD students participate actively in PhD Day at least twice during their enrolment period.

The Organizing Committee is looking forward to seeing you all and hope for your support to make this a very special day.

Sincerely,

**Fabio Renato Manzolli Leite**
Chair of the Organizing Committee

**Lina Bukowski**
Co-chair of the Organizing Committee

**Helene Nørrelund**
Head of the Graduate School of Health

**Omeed Neghabat**
Chair of the PhD Association, Health